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Abstract 

Radio frequency identification promotes many 

applications for automatic identification such as supply 

chain, thief-prevention. The messages of RFID system 

are transmitted by radio waves, attackers can carry on 

common wireless attacks. The technology may incur user 

privacy and cause security problem. The popular of RFID 

system depends on low cost. EPCglobal introduces a new 

standard for low cost tags, called C1G2 standard. Many 

researchers devote to design authentication protocols 

which comfort to C1G2 standard. Predo introduced a new 

lightweight authentication scheme which compliant to 

C1G2 standard, called “Azumi protocol”. The scheme 

needs an exclusive search in database during 

authentication phase and suffers security problems such 

as revealing of secret, impersonate attack. We present our 

attacks and point out the problems on Azumi protocol. 

We propose an improved scheme and analysis our 

scheme for security and performance. Our scheme can 

achieve high security level and efficient performance. 

Our scheme is compliant to requirements of C1G2 

standard. 

Keywords: Radio frequency identification, C1G2 

standard, Mutual authentication, Low-cost 

tag 

1 Introduction 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is the critical 

technology in recent years. Comparing with line-sight 

of barcodes, RFID technology can identify lots of tags 

at the same time. The convenience properties of RFID 

technology promote the development of many 

applications. The technology is used to many 

applications of automatic identification such as supply-

chain management, thief-prevention, E-passport and 

entrance guard system. The system can identify the 

tagged items in the range of readers but the advantages 

may be utilized by malicious users. The messages in 

RFID system are transmitted by radio waves. RFID 

system suffers from some attacks in wireless network. 

Attacker may eavesdrop, modify and resend the 

message to trace or impersonate a legal entity. If the 

tagged object can be traced by attacker, the privacy of 

the user or business will be incurred. Malicious user 

may impersonate as a legal entity to cheat other legal 

entities. To against common attacks, reader and tag 

must authenticate each others. The popular of RFID 

system depends on the low price of the tag [1]. We 

should prevent the privacy problems and against most 

of possible attacks within the limit resources.  

EPCglobal is an organization leading the 

development of RFID standards for Electronic Product 

Code (EPC) and the goal of EPCglobal is increasing 

efficiency between supply chain partners which apply 

the RFID system [2-3]. EPCglobal introduced a new 

standard for RFID lightweight tags, called Class-1 

Generation-2 standard (C1G2 standard in short). The 

C1G2 standard defined the specification of lightweight 

tags in storage and computation capacities. Many 

researchers devoted to design lightweight 

authentication protocols but the schemes still suffer 

from privacy problems or security attacks. The 

utralightweight scheme which only uses simple bitwise 

computation was presented by Chien [4]. The novel 

schemes use error correction code (ECC) was 

presented [5]. The properties of quadratic residues 

were using for designing authentication protocol [6-7]. 

But the requirements for computation capacities of the 

tag in above schemes are not compliant to C1G2 

standard. Some authentication schemes compliant to 

C1G2 standard which only use simple computation like 

CRC and PRNG are presented [1, 8-16]. Because of 

the limited capacities the C1G2 standard, the designed 

protocols still have some weaknesses. Chen proposed a 

lightweight protocol fit in with C1G2 standard [9], but 

Predo et al. claim that Chen et al. scheme still suffers 

from some security problems such as traceability, 
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impersonation attack, and denial of service attack [8]. 

Pedro heals the weakness of Chen et al. scheme and 

proposed a new lightweight protocol called Azumi 

protocol [8]. But there were some problems in Azumi 

protocol such as revealing of secret and impersonate 

attack. Azumi protocol has been broken by Safkhani et 

al [17]. 

As mentioned previously, many researchers devote 

to design authentication protocols which comfort to 

C1G2 standard. Predo introduced a new lightweight 

authentication scheme which compliant to C1G2 

standard, called “Azumi protocol”. However, the 

scheme needs an exclusive search in database during 

authentication phase and suffers security problems 

such as revealing of secret, impersonate attack. 

Therefore, we present the attacks on Azumi protocol 

and propose an improved scheme. We also perform 

security and performance analysis for our scheme. Our 

scheme can reach an acceptable security level and the 

scheme improves the performance. Our work in 

proposing C1G2 protocol can promote the 

development of low-cost RFID system. The 

contributions of our work are as follows: 

1. We study the related works of recently 

authentication protocols which comfort to C1G2 

standard. In this paper we point out the security 

weakness of Azumi protocol and proposed an improve 

scheme.  

2. In our scheme, pseudonym identity of the tag is 

transmitted to the reader during communication. 

Backend server first checks the pseudonym identity 

storing in database to identify the tag. Once the 

pseudonym of tag is valid, the server authenticates the 

tag by verifying the authentication message which is 

computed by corresponding secret values. It improved 

the traceability and performance. 

3. To achieve forward secrecy, the secret values and 

pseudonym identity are updated in a random way after 

a successful authentication. Attacker cannot acquire the 

related information of secret updating by 

eavesdropping on the authentication messages. 

The rest in this paper is organized as follows: We 

introduce C1G2 standard, security requirement and 

previous works in section 2. In section 3, we review 

Azumi protocol and present weaknesses of Azumi 

protocol. We introduce our scheme in section 4. In 

section 5, we analyses the security and performance for 

our scheme. Then, we make a clear conclusion in 

section 6. 

2 Related Work 

First, we introduce the C1G2 standard which 

proposed by EPCglobal. For clear, we only focus on 

the computation, storage and communication capacities. 

Then we introduce security requirement in RFID 

systems. Finally, we introduce the recent work of 

RFID authentication protocols. 

2.1 C1G2 Standard 

EPC Class 1 Generation 2 standard which 

introduced by EPCglobal is a new standard for low-

cost RFID tags. The main content of the standard 

integrates four standard including Class 0, Class1, 

ISO18000-6A, ISO18000-6B. In 2006, the C1G2 

standard incorporated with ISO18000-6C and 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 

validated the standard. The standard defines the 

operation of the lightweight RFID system as follows 

[2-3, 18-19]: 

‧ The standard defines the air interface of passive tags 

which is used in Ultra High Frequency band 

(UHF,860MHz~960MHz) and the communication 

distance is 2- 10 meters. 

‧ The tag with C1G2 standard supports 16-bit PRNG 

(Pseudo Random Number Generator, PRNG-16) and 

16-bit CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Code Checksum, 

CRC-16). 

‧  The tag is limited by cost and it cannot perform 

complex computation such as symmetric/Asymmetric 

encryption, hash function. 

‧ The tag stores a 32-bit Kill password. When the tag 

receives the password, it cancels all the function of 

the tag. The reader cannot query the tag anymore.  

‧ The tag stores a 32-bit Access password. If user 

enters the password, the tag is transformed to secure 

mode and it can write and read the preserved 

memory of the tag. 

‧ The memory in the tag is defined as follows: 

A. Reserved memory: It is used to store 32-bit kill 

password and access password. 

B. EPC memory: It is used to store the information 

of physical layer and various versions of EPC codes. 

C. TID memory: It stores 8-bit identifier and the 

access control information of readers. 

D. User memory: It is used to store special 

information of the user. 

The popular of RFID system depends on low cost. 

EPCglobal devotes to developments of RFID standard 

and the C1G2 standard defined the detail specification 

for lightweight tags. A congruous standard can 

promote the development of RFID applications. The 

standard defines storage and computation capacities of 

lightweight tag, operations of communication, and the 

transmitted commands between reader and tags. To 

understand all the detail of lightweight tags is 

contributive to develop the design of the authentication 

protocol. 

2.2 Requirements 

To protect privacy of user, the reader and the tag 

must against most of attacks in RFID system. We must 

understand the security requirement in RFID systems. 

A secure RFID system must have the following 

properties [20-21]:  
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‧ Confidentiality: The message may be eavesdropped 

by malicious user. In order to protect the privacy of 

user, the transmitted message must be encrypted. 

The encrypt key or secret value must be well 

protected. The malicious user cannot decrypt the 

message.  

‧ Untraceability: Malicious user may use the reader 

which has the same specification to query the 

specific tag. If the response message of the tag is a 

constant value, the adversary can trace the specific 

tag. A secure RFID system should protect the 

identity of the tag not revealed by attackers. 

‧ Mutual authentication: A malicious user may 

impersonate a legal tag and reader to pass the 

authentication. To prevent impersonation attack, 

reader and tag must authenticate each others. A 

secure authentication scheme should have capacities 

to against most of possible attacks. 

‧ Forward secrecy: If a tag is compromised by the 

attacker, the secret keys stored in memory of tag will 

be revealed. If attacker can calculate more keys 

which uses in previous sessions, the secret 

information transmitted in previous session may be 

calculated by attacker. To protect secret information 

of the user, a secure RFID system should make sure 

that the compromised key is irrelative to other keys 

which use in previous sessions and the system can 

prevent attacker to retrieve more keys which uses in 

previous session. 

‧ Backward secrecy: If a tag is compromised by the 

attacker, the secret keys stored in memory of tag will 

be revealed. A secure RFID system should prevent 

attacker use the compromised key to calculate more 

keys which use in future sessions. The secret keys 

which use in future should be irrelative to the keys 

which compromised by the attacker. 

2.3 Previous Work 

Many lightweight authentication protocols are 

presented in recent years. Chien et al. (2007) proposed 

an Ultra-lightweight authentication protocol which 

provides strong authentication and data integrity. The 

protocol uses exclusive-OR and simple bitwise 

computation to perform mutual authentication. Raphael 

et al. (2009) analyze the SASI protocol and point out 

the scheme incurs traceability problem [22]. Chien et al. 

(2009) present a novel authentication protocol with a 

linear Error Correction Codes (ECC) [5]. Although the 

scheme can prevent synchronization problem, the 

scheme needs more storage spaces with increasing 

number of tags. The system cannot achieve scalability. 

Chen et al. (2008) proposed a novel RFID 

authentication scheme based on quadratic residues to 

enhance location privacy protection [6]. Chen’s 

scheme suffers from tag impersonate attack, 

traceability problem and replay attack [7]. Yeh et al. 

(2011) heal the problems of Chen’s scheme and 

proposed an improved scheme. Many researches 

devoted to design authentication scheme which 

comfort C1G2 standard are proposed. The standard 

define specific the limitation in resource of low-cost 

tags which including computation capacity, storage, 

memory. The following section we discuss the 

schemes which comfort C1G2 standard. Chien et al. 

(2007) proposed a mutual authentication protocol and 

the scheme use CRC and PRNG which is friendly to 

C1G2 standard [12]. Wang et al. (2011) point out that 

Chien’s mutual authentication protocol has some 

security weakness due to the mathematic properties of 

CRC function [13]. Wang heal the weakness and 

present an improved scheme. Moessner et al. (2011) 

propose a novel cryptographic authentication protocol 

comfort for C1G2 standard [11]. The scheme shares a 

key table between reader and tag. But the scheme 

needs high communication cost during authentication 

and the reader and tag needs high storage spaces to 

store key tables. Chen and Deng (2009) proposed a 

mutual authentication scheme and the scheme only use 

simply CRC and PRNG function [9]. Pedro et al. (2011) 

present the attacks on Chen and Deng scheme and 

claim that Chen and Deng scheme suffers from reader 

impersonation, tag impersonation, traceability [8]. 

Pedro healed the problem and proposed a new scheme 

which is called Azumi protocol and claimed that 

Azumi protocol can achieve the security level and 

performance.  

Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) has been proved 

to enhance the higher security level of RFID protocol. 

Liao and Hsiao proposed an elliptic curve 

cryptography-based RFID authentication scheme and 

applied the ID-verifier transfer protocol to fulfill 

security requirements in RFID system [23]. 

Furthermore, Li et al. improved Liao and Hsiao’s 

authentication protocol against identified attacks [24]. 

He et al. propose a new ECC based RFID 

authentication integrated with an ID verifier transfer 

protocol that overcomes the weaknesses of the existing 

schemes [25]. Chou proposed a elliptic curve 

cryptography RFID authentication protocol to avoid 

desynchronization, impersonation, and tracking attacks 

[26]. 

3 The Comparison of Azumi Protocol 

Pedro claimed that Chen and Deng scheme suffers 

from reader impersonation, tag impersonation, 

traceability. Pedro healed the problems and proposed a 

new scheme which called Azumi protocol. Pedro 

claimed that Azumi protocol can achieve the security 

level and performance. In order to analyzethe Azumi 

protocol, we present the weakness of Azumi protocol. 

Unfortunately, there are some weaknesses in Azumi 

protocol. We point out the weaknesses of Azumi 

protocol as follows: (1) Full searching during 

authentication (2) Leakage of secret (3) Tag 
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impersonation. Azumi protocol consists of two phase: 

(1) Initial phase. (2) Authentication phase. Table 1 

shows the notations of Azumi protocol: 

Table 1. Notations of Azumi protocol 

Notations Descriptions 

N16Ti 

32-bit access password NTi is cutting into two 

16-bit fragment and the two fragments are 

exclusive-OR to form N16Ti 

K16Ti 

32-bit kill password KTi is cutting into two 16-

bit fragment and the two fragments are 

exclusive-OR to form K16Ti 

EPC16Ti 

96-bit access password NTi is cutting into six 

16-bit fragment and the six fragments are 

exclusive-OR to form EPC16Ti 

ID16R A 16-bit identity of reader 

Mreq Request message sent by reader 

Mresp Response message sent by reader 

RND 16-bit random number 

CRC () 16-bit cyclic redundancy code function 

PRNG () One-way pseudo random number generator 

⊕ Exclusive-OR 

3.1 Initial Phase 

There are three roles in the scheme, reader, tag and 

database. First the tagi stores {EPCTi, N16Ti, K16Ti} in its 

memory. The database stores EPC16Ti, old and new 

values of secret (N16Ti, K16Ti) for each tags. The old and 

new values of the secret for the tag are set initially as 

follows: 

 
16 16 16 16

,

i i i i

old new old new

T T T T
N N K K= =   

3.2 Authentication Phase 

In most of schemes, we assume that the channel 

between the reader and the database is a secure channel. 

So we can combine the reader and database as the 

same instance. The following is the authentication 

phase of Azumi protocol (Figure 1): 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Azumi protocol 

Step1: The reader randomly generates random 

number RndR and sends request message contain reader 

identifier ID16R and RndR to the tag. 

Step2: After receiving the message sends by the 

reader, the tag randomly generates RndT1, RndT2. 

Then, the tag computes A, B, C and sends (RndT1, A, 

B, C) to the reader. 

A=PRNG (NTi⊕RndTi⊕RndRi⊕ID16Ri) 

B=PRNG (EPC16Ti⊕RndT2) 

C=(RndT2⊕K16Ti) 

Step3: After the reader receives the messages 

(RNDT1, A, B, C), the reader performs a searching 

process for identify the tag. First the reader uses the 

new/old values of K16Ti which store in database to 

extract RndT2. 

Then the reader identifies the tag by computing 
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B”=PRNG (EPC16Ti ⊕ RndT2) with the extracted 

RndT2. If B” equals B then the tag is identified.  

If the reader uses new value of K16Ti, the flag p is 

set to 1.  

If the reader uses old value of K16Ti, the flag p is set 

to 0.  

The reader continues to authenticate the tag. The 

reader uses the corresponding (N16Ti) to compute A” 

=PRNG (NTi⊕RndTi⊕RndRi⊕ID16Ri) and compare 

with A. If A” equals A then the tag is authenticated. In 

this moment, the new/old value of N16Ti is used 

determined by the new/old value of KTi which is used 

to identify the tag. The reader computes authentication 

message D and sends to the tag. 

D=PRNG (NTi ⊕ RndRi ⊕ RndTi ⊕ EPC16Ti ⊕

RndT2) 

Step4: Upon the tag receive the message D, the tag 

authenticates the reader by computing D” and 

comparing with D. If D”=D, the reader is authenticated 

and it continue to updating the secret values. 

To prevent the desynchronize problem, the updating 

process depends on the flag p which indicates the 

synchronize state of the tag. 

If p=0, there is desynchronize problem. 

 
16 16 2

( )
i i

new old

T T T
N PRNG N Rnd= ⊕   

 
16 16 2

( )
i i

new old

T T T
K PRNG K Rnd= ⊕   

If p=1, there is not desynchronize problem. 

 
16 16

i i

old new

T T
N N=   

 
16 16 2

( )
i i

new old

T T T
K PRNG K Rnd= ⊕   

 
16 16

i i

old new

T T
K K=   

 
16 16 2

( )
i i

new old

T T T
K PRNG K Rnd= ⊕   

The mechanism can against desynchronize attack 

and resynchronize the inconsistent state between reader 

and tag. 

3.3 Authentication Phase 

Azumi protocol uses PRNG and bitwise 

computation to perform mutual authentication and the 

scheme is conform to C1G2 standard. But there are 

some weaknesses in the scheme. We will discuss the 

problems of Azumi protocol in following section.  

There are some problems in Azumi protocol: 

1. Full searching: In order to identify and 

authenticate the tag, the reader must perform a full 

searching in database. In order to prevent the 

desynchronize state between reader and tag, the 

database stores new/old (KTi, NTi) values of each tags. 

All of new/old K16Ti values in the database are used to 

identify the tag. In authentication phase the worse case 

of compute complexity is O(2n). 

2. Revealing of the secret K: After a success 

authentication, the reader and the tag will update the 

secret (NTi, KTi). The secret K is updated by computing 

PRNG (K16Ti⊕RndT2), but the value (RndT2⊕K16Ti) can 

be eavesdropped from authentication message C (C= 

RndT2⊕K16Ti). After eavesdropping the ith session, the 

attacker can compute the K value of the tag in (i+1th) 

session. 

3. Tag impersonation attack: The attackers 

eavesdrop and record the message transmitted in 

previous session. The attacker modifies and resends the 

message to pass the authentication. The impersonal tag 

will be accepted as a legitimate tag.  

In tag impersonation attack, there are two phase: (1) 

Eavesdropping Phase. (2) Cheating Phase. The 

following is the step of tag impersonation attack: 

Eavesdropping phase. In ith session, the attacker 

eavesdrops and records the message in the normal 

session. 

(1) Reader→Tag: Mreq, RndR 

(2) Tag→Reader: RndT1, A, B, C 

(3) The attacker eavesdrops and records the message 

(RndR, RndT1, A, B, C) in this normal session.  

Cheating phase. In i+1th session, the attackers 

impersonates a legitimate tag and tries to pass the 

authentication. 

(1) Reader→Tag: Mreq, RndR” 

(2) Attacker: Compute X1=RndR”⊕RndR 

                   RndT1”=RndT1⊕X1 

(3) Tag→Reader: RndT1”, A”, B”, C” (A”=A, B”=B, 

C”=C) 

(4) Reader identifies and authenticates the tag 

successfully. 

In i+1th session, a legitimate reader sends request 

including RndR”. The attacker computes X1 by RndR⊕

RndR”. Attacker also computes RndT1”=RndT1⊕X1 and 

sends (RndT1”, A, B, C) to the reader. After receiving 

the message, the message can be verified by the 

legitimate reader.  

Proof 1: 

In tag identification phase, reader uses old/new 

value of K16Ti in database to extract RndT2 (RndT2=K16Ti

⊕C). In our attack, the forgery message (B, C) can be 

resend to the reader. The reader identifies the tag as a 

legitimate tag with a desynchronize state.  

In i+1th session, reader sends request including 

random number RndR. The response B” and C” are 

used to identify the tag, but it does not change with 

RndR. In i+1th session, the message (B”, C”) contains 

the K16Ti in ith session and the tag will be defined as 

the tag with being failed in updating phase. The reader 

can successfully verify the message (B”, C”) and 

identify the tag. 

Proof 2: 

In tag authentication phase, reader verifies the tag 
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by using corresponding (N16Ti, ID16R) and message A”. 

Although the message A” contains random number 

RndR” and the message changes every session. We 

compute X1=RndR⊕RndR”. We modify the previous 

message (RndT1”=X1 ⊕ RndT1, A, B, C) and the 

message A” will be accepted because of the 

mathematic properties of exclusive-OR. The forgery 

messages (RndT1”, A”, B’, C”) would be seen as a 

legal message.  

We assume X1=RndR”⊕RndR, RndT1”=RndT1⊕X1, 

RndR”=RndR⊕X1. 

A”=PRNG (N16Ti⊕RndT1”⊕RndRi+1⊕ID16R) 

=PRNG (N16Ti⊕RndT1⊕X1⊕RndRi+1⊕ID16R) 

= PRNG (N16Ti⊕RndT1⊕X1⊕RndRi⊕X1⊕ID16R) 

=PRNG (N16Ti⊕RndT1⊕RndRi⊕ID16R) 

=A 

In tag impersonate attack, the illegal message (R1”, 

A”, B”) which sent by attacker can be identify as a 

legal tag and finally pass the authentication process. 

Attacker can forge a legal tag. 

4 Proposed Scheme 

In order to solve the problems mentioned above, this 

study proposes a new lightweight authentication 

protocol. Our scheme uses lightweight computation 

like PRNG and Exclusive-OR operation which comfort 

the C1G2 standard. To solve the full searching problem, 

we sends a pseudonym IDS to the reader. The reader 

can identify the tag by using IDS. After the reader 

identifies the tag, the reader continues to authenticate 

the tag. Once the authentication is success, the share 

secret values are updated to achieve forward secrecy. 

Table 2 shows the notation for our scheme: 

Table 2. Notations of proposed scheme 

Notations Descriptions 

RndR Random number generated by the reader 

R1, R2 Random number generated by the tag 

EPC The unique EPC identity of the tag 

IDS Pseudonym identity of the tag 

PRNG () One-way pseudo random number generator  

⊕ Exclusive- OR 

|| Concatenation 

 

Our scheme include four phase: (1) Challenge and 

Response phase (2) Tag identification phase (3) Tag 

authentication phase (4) Reader authentication and 

Updating phase. Figure 2 shows the steps of 

authentication scheme. 

 

Figure 2. Proposed authentication scheme 

(1) Challenge and Response phase: Reader randomly 

generates random number RndR and sends request 

including RndR. Upon receiving the request message, 

the tag generates two random numbers (RT1, RT2) and 

computes authentication message (B, C) as follows: 

B=PRNG (N⊕RT2⊕EPC⊕RndR) 

C=PRNG (N⊕RndR)⊕RT2 

The tag sends the message (IDS, RT1, B, C) to the 

reader. 
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(2) Tag identification phase: After receiving the 

response message, reader uses the pseudonym IDS to 

identify the tag. The reader searches for the IDS in the 

database to find the corresponding tuple {EPC, IDSold, 

IDSnew, Nold, Nnew}.  

If the old value of IDS is found in database 

(IDS=IDSold), the tag may suffers from the 

desynchronize problem. If IDS equals IDSold then 

Flag=0, N=Nold. 

We need use old value to resynchronize the state. If 

the new value of IDS is found in database 

(IDS=IDSnew), the tag is in a normal state. If 

IDS=IDSnew then Flag=1, N=Nnew.. We use corresponding 

new value to continue the next steps. 

(3) Tag authentication phase: To prevent the 

impersonal attack and replay attack, we need to verify 

the correctness of the message. The reader computes 

PRNG (N⊕RT1⊕EPC⊕RndR) to verify the message B. 

If verification success, the tag is successfully 

authenticated. Reader updates of the corresponding 

data tuple as follows: 

If flag=1 Update Nold=N, IDSold=IDS 

If flag=0 Update Nold=N, Nnew=PRNG (N⊕RT2) 

IDSold=IDS, IDSnew=PRNG (IDS⊕RT2) 

It continues to reader authentication and updating 

phase. The reader extracts the random number RT2 by 

computing C⊕PRNG (N⊕RndR) and computes the 

authentication message D as following process. 

D= PRNG (N⊕RT2⊕EPC⊕RndR) 

The reader sends the authentication message D to 

the tag. 

(4) Reader authentication and Updating phase: After 

receiving the message D, the tag needs to verify the 

correctness of the message D. The tag computes PRNG 

(N ⊕ RT2 ⊕ EPC ⊕ RndR) and compares with the 

message D. If the message is correct, the reader is 

authenticated. The tag updates the secret N and 

pseudonym IDS as follows: 

Update N= PRNG (N⊕RT2)  

IDS= PRNG (IDS⊕RT2) 

Our scheme depends on challenge and response 

mechanism. During authentication the scheme uses 

pseudonym to against traceability. The reader uses 

pseudonym to identify the tag, and then authenticates 

the tag by verifying the message with corresponding 

secret value. After success authentication, the secret 

values and pseudonym are updated. 

5 Analysis 

In this section, we analyze our scheme with security 

and performance. Our scheme can reach a security 

level and have better performance than previous works. 

5.1 Security Analysis 

We examine the security of our scheme and show 

that our scheme is secure against most of attacks. Table 

3 shows our scheme can reach higher security level 

than previous works [8-9].The following is the analysis 

of our scheme with some common attacks.  

Table 3. Comparison of the resistance for common attacks 

 Traceability Replay attack Man-in- middle attack Forward secrecy Desynchronization attack 

Chen and Deng [9] X X O X X 

Azumi protocol [8] X X O X O 

Our scheme O O O O O 

 

(1) Traceability: Malicious user may use reader to 

query the specific tag and record the transmitted 

message. If the response message of the Tag is a 

constant value, the malicious user can trace the value to 

acquire secret information, it may cause user privacy 

problem. Therefore, we should make sure that the 

response is not a constant value and the tag identity 

cannot be revealed by attackers. In our scheme, the 

transmitted messages IDS, B, C, and D are calculated 

by the random numbers RT1 and RT2. Thus, IDS, B, C, 

and D are not constant values, we proof that the 

malicious user cannot trace a specific tag.  

Proof: 

Suppose that an attacker sends RndRi, RndRi+1, 

RndRi+2,…, RndRn to a specific tag in sequence. Then 

the tag returns (IDSi, RT1i, Bi, Ci), (IDSi+1, RT1i+1, Bi+1, 

Ci+1), …, (IDSn, RT1n, Bn, Cn) to attacker. 

Attacker (Reader)→T: RndRi, RndRi+1, RndRi+2,…, RndRn 

Tag→Attacker (Reader): 
1 1 1 1
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�

 

The attacker can collect several responses, but the 

response message seems random. Attacker cannot trace 

a specific tag from the response message.  

Furthermore, the IDS is computed by IDSnew= 

PRNG (IDSold⊕ RT2), the attacker is difficult to recover 

the old IDS if the random number RT2 is keep secret. 

The real identity (EPC) also keeps secret in the scheme, 

and it is infeasible to compute EPC from B=PRNG (N

⊕RT1⊕EPC⊕RndR) and D=PRNG (N⊕RT2⊕EPC⊕
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RndR). 

(2) Replay attack: Attacker can eavesdrop the 

message in previous session and resend it to 

impersonate a legal entity. In our scheme, the 

authentication message (IDS, B, C, D) consists of 

random number (RndR, RT1, RT2). The secret N and IDS 

update in a random way. Attacker cannot resend the 

message to perform impersonate attack. 

Proof: 

In ith session: 

Attacker acquires IDSi, RT1i, Bi, Ci by eavesdropping in 

ith session 

B=PRNG (Ni⊕RT1i⊕EPC⊕RndRi) 

C=PRNG (Ni⊕RndRi)⊕RT2 

In i+1th session 

 Reader→Attacker (Tag): RndRi+1 

   Attacker (Tag)→R: IDSi, RT1i, Bi, Ci 

 Reader check B=PRNG (Ni⊕RT1⊕EPC⊕RndRi+1) 

C=PRNG (Ni⊕RndRi+1)⊕RT2 

  RndRi+1≠ RndRi tag authentication will fail. 

In the challenge and response phase of our scheme, 

reader generates a random number RndR and tag 

generates two random numbers RT1 and RT2 for each 

session. If the random parameters are not correct in 

each session, the verification will be failed. 

(3) Man-in-middle attack: Attacker eavesdrops, 

modifies and sends modifies message to pass the 

authentication. In our scheme, the message (B, C, D) is 

calculated by random number (RndR, RT1, RT2). The 

attacker cannot compute a correct message which 

corresponds with the random number and secret values 

of tag.  

Proof: 

In ith session 

Reader→Man-in-middle (Tag): Request, RndRi 

Man-in-middle (Reader) →Tag: Request, RndRi’ 

Tag→Man-in-middle (Rweader): IDSi, RT1i, Bi’, Ci’ 

Where Bi’= PRNG (Ni⊕RT1⊕EPC⊕RndRi’),  

Ci’ =PRNG (Ni⊕ RndRi’)⊕ RT2 

Man-in-middle cannot compute Bi, Ci from Bi’, 

Ci’because the parameters EPC and RT2 are unknow. If 

man-in-middle direct sends IDSi, RT1i, Bi’, and Ci’ to 

Reader, the reader authentication will fail because 

Bi’≠ PRNG (Ni⊕ RT1⊕ EPC⊕ RndRi). 

The same to the authentication between man-in-middle 

and Tag,  

Man-in-middle (Reader) →Tag: Di’ 

The Tag authentication will also fail because Di’≠ 

PRNG (Ni⊕ RT2⊕ EPC⊕ RndRi). 

(4) Forward Secrecy: If the tag is compromised by 

an attacker, the secret data which stored in the tag will 

be revealed by the attacker. Suppose that the secret 

parameters EPC and N are revealed by the attacker. We 

can show that the attacker cannot find the relationship 

between IDS and EPC in previous sessions.  

Proof: 

Suppose that an attacker collect several transmitted 

messages (Request, RndRi), (Request, RndRi+1), …, 

(Request, RndRn) from Reader to Tag and also can 

collect the transmitted messages (IDSi, RT1i, Bi, Ci), 

(IDSi+1, RT1i+1, Bi+1, Ci+1), …, (IDSn, RT1n, Bn, Cn) from 

Tag to Reader.  

Reader→ 

Attacker (Tag): 
1

,

,

,
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Ri

Rn

Request Rnd

Request Rnd

Request Rnd
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In n+1 session, a Tag is compromised and the 

attacker obtains the parameters (EPC, N, IDSN+1). The 

attacker still cannot compute IDSi, IDSi+1,…, IDSN 

from the secret parameters (EPC, Nn+1, IDSn+1, RTii, 

RTii+1,  …, RTin,  RTin+1, RndRi, RndRi+1,  …,  RndRn,  
RndRn+1),  because IDS and N are updated in a random 

way after each successful authentication. In our 

scheme, Nnew=PRNG (N⊕RndR), where PRNG is an 

one-way function, attacker cannot computes previous 

N by using the formula.  

(5) Desynchronization attack: After the reader and 

the tag authenticate each other, it continues to update 

the secret and pseudonym IDS. In this moment, the 

authenticate message may be blocked or modified by 

attacker, it may cause a desynchronize state between 

the reader and the tag. In next session, the tag will not 

pass the authentication. In our scheme, database stores 

the old/new secret value of the tag (IDSold, Nold, IDSnew, 

Nnew). If a desynchronization attack is happened, we 

can resynchronize the unnormal state by using old 

value. The scheme can against the desynchronization 

attack. 

5.2 Performance Analysis 

Low cost RFID system limits the resource such as 

computation, memory, and communication overhead. 

We must make sure our scheme can be practiced in 

present system. In authentication phase of Azumi 

protocol, after reader receiving the response messages 

of the tag, the database always performs an exclusive 

searching to verify the message. To solve the above 

problem, our scheme uses pseudonym to identify the 

tag. The mechanism improves the performance. We 

analysis the performance as follows. Table 4 offers a 

view of performance comparsion for three schemes. 
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Table 4. Performance comparison 

 Pass Rounds Tag Computational Overhead Reader Computational Overhead Database Loading 

Chen and Deng [9] 3 2CRC+R n CRC+R O(n) 

Azumi protocol [8] 3 
5PRNG+ 

2R 
n PRNG+R O(n) 

Our scheme 3 
5PRNG+ 

2R 
PRNG+R O(1) 

n: number of tag in database. CRC: the operation of cyclic redundancy code checksum.  

PRNG: the operation of pseudo random number generator. R: the operation of generating random number 

 

‧ Storage overheads: Each tag stores three parameters, 

EPC, N, and IDS. The parameter EPC is stored in 

the EPC memory of the tag. The parameters N and 

IDS are stored in the preserved memory, and the 

user can read or write the data with correct password. 

The storage overhead is acceptable for tag. 

‧ Computational overheads: In our scheme, we do not 

employ any public key or symmetric cryptography 

technique for authentication among reader and tag. 

On the other hand, we use 16 bit PRNG and two 

random numbers to generate the authentication 

messages. In the scheme, the tag totally performs 

five operations for PRNG and two operations for 

generating random numbers. These operations are 

not a big computation overhead used in resource-

constrained RFID tags. Comparison with Chen and 

Deng [9] and Azumi’s protocol [8] in Table 4, we 

can find that the tag computational overhead is 

similar to the three schemes, but our scheme is better 

than the other two schemes in terms of the reader 

computational overhead. 

‧ Communication overheads: Our scheme only 

performs three rounds message pass in 

authentication phase. In the first pass rounds, reader 

transmit (Request, RndR) to tag, where RndR is a 16-

bits random number. In the second pass round, tag 

transmits IDS, B, and C to reader, where each 

parameter is 16 bits, total 48 bits transmitted. In the 

third pass round, reader only transmits parameter D 

to tag, which is 16 bits.  

‧ Database loading: In previous schemes, database 

performs an exclusive searching for identify the tag. 

If the number of Tags is n, the worst case is to 

search n times to find the tag. The order of database 

loading is O(n), Our scheme identifies the tag by 

using pseudonym IDS, the loading of database can 

be decreasing. Our system is easier to achieve 

scalability than previous schemes. 

6 Conclusions 

The C1G2 standard is an important standard of 

lightweight RFID tags. Many researches devote to 

design the secure protocol. The previous schemes still 

has some weakness because of limited resources. Many 

researchers devote to design authentication protocols 

which comfort to C1G2 standard. Predo introduced a 

new lightweight authentication scheme which 

compliant to C1G2 standard, called “Azumi protocol”. 

The scheme needs an exclusive search in database 

during authentication phase and suffers security 

problems such as revealing of secret, impersonate 

attack. In this paper, we point out the weakness of 

Azumi protocol and improve the scheme. Our scheme 

can reach a secure level and the performance is getting 

better. According the secruity and performance 

analysis, our scheme can achieve high security level 

and efficient performance. Our scheme is compliant to 

requirements of C1G2 standard. Futhermore, our 

scheme can be implemented in several applications 

which need to protect the user privicy, such as supply-

chain management, logistics management, and health 

care management. 
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